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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

HARLAN STONE

This issue of Tell combines June and July instead
of July and august and enables us to catch up with our
publication schedule . The August issue will be Keith
Schall's last as AHPS editor . Although this new schedule
insures publication of our journal through the summer,
it does not solve our fast-approaching need for a perma-
nent editor to prepare Tell on a regular basis for month-
ly publication, beginning in September . It is essential
to the well-being of AHPS that we find someone to fill
this position at once . Right now is the time to write or
call me if you can offer a solution.

By a vote of 7 to 0 (with one member not voting),
the board of directors has expelled David F . Beaber, our
former secretary, from AHPS for actions detrimental to
the society. Over a period of many months, he refused to
answer inquiries from prospective members or pass along
dues checks to the treasurer . Although our present secre-
tary replaced Dave at the beginning of this year, Dave
still has not turned over various printed materials use-
ful to the society for recruiting new members, and at
present refuses to return this AHPS property.

burns Speer has submitted his resignation as cen-
tral region director since he has been unable to carry
out his duties as an elected officer or contribute to
AHPS activities on any projects . The board of directors
will appoint a successor for the balance of the year, in
accordance with AHPS by-laws . Each of our three regional
directors is responsible for promoting the growth of
AHPS, encouraging the formation of new chapters, promot-
ing the availability of our Helvetia awards for local
philatelic exhibitions, and carrying out other duties or
projects that the president assigns . If you are

interested in filling this position, please let me know.
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Stehende Helvetia/Helvetia Debout, 1882-1907, by P.
Guinand, G . Valko, J . Doorenbos, and M . Hertsch . (Pub-
lished by Zumstein & Co ., Bern, 1982) . Price $60 .00.

This extraordinary handbook) is a "must" for any stu-
dent of the Standing Helvetia issue . It is not likely to be
superseded for the foreseeable future . This book essential-
ly re-orders philatelic understanding of the entire Standing
Helvetia issue . The next edition of the Zumstein Specialized
catalog of Switzerland, to be published about 1986, will
contain tables of plate flaws and retouches based on the re-
search of Guinand et alia.

The book has 352 pages and over 1600 illustrations.
The cost, at $60 .00 is not cheap, but you get your money's
worth . The format is double-column, in German and French.
It is not essential to know either language to derive con-
siderable benefit from the book.

There are a series of general chapters composing the
first 73 pages, and dealing with various aspects of the is-
sue, including the history of the issue, proofs and essays,
printing processes, materials (paper, inks, gum), printing
presses, control marks/watermark, perforation, plate flaws
and retouches . There is a wealth of information, some never
before published, in these introductory chapters . But the
core of this book is a detailed tabular analysis of the
plate flaws and retouches on each value . The authors have
set forth each of the seven values, from 20 centimes to 3
francs, separately . Plate flaws (including what Zumstein
has catalogued previously as "plate wear") and retouches
are described and tabulated for each original plate for
every value . All of the important retouches and flaws,
and many of the minor ones, are illustrated in photo
sections following each table . The authors have indicated,
where known, the cliche on which each particular flaw or
retouch occurs.

It has long been known that the same flaws and re-
touches occurred on Standing Helvetias of the same value,
but different perforations, colors, papers, or watermarks,
owing to the fact that the same plate was common to a num-
ber of printings wherein these other factors varied . The
Zumstein Specialized catalog has recognized this, but
cataloged each retouch individually and in no rational or-
der for each stamp . Thus, Retouch 1 on one stamp perfed
11¼ might be Retouch 4 on the same value perfed 11½ by 11.

(Continued on 143)
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THE SHANAHAN "SHENANIGANS "

by

J .F . BARRETT , JR.

It is now 2½ years since moving to 'the Emerald Isle'
with my Irish wife and two children (one born here) and am,
in general, enjoying my life here (apart from the precipita-
tion!) . I have continued my interests in Swiss philately,
now mixed with some Hibernian pursuits, and have met many
knowledgeable and able collectors . The philatelic fraternity
is becoming fairly progressive, with new stamp clubs and so-
cieties being organized regularly.

But such was not the case just over 20 years ago when,
in 1959, Shanahans Stamp Auctions, Ltd., came crashing down.
The bombastic perpetrator of the world's greatest stamp
fraud, Paul Singer, had, almost overnight, 'killed' the
hobby in Ireland for years to come . Singer, born in Czech-
oslovakia, educated in Vienna and a doctorate in political
science from Lausanne, came to sleepy Dublin in 1954 from
London with the intention of setting up a stamp auction
business (there were none in Ireland then) . He set up with
a father-son furniture/antique auction business, Jerome
and Desmond Shanahan . The golden-tongued Singer 'sang great
songs' about the fortune to be made in rare stamps, with
the very willing listeners . The initial investment between
them was £200.

He launched immediately the "Green I .S .L.E . Philately"
magazine (I.S.L.E. is Ireland's Stamp LoversEdition!), full
of homely chit chat of the hobby which soon had a circulation
of 20,000 . Through this medium, Singer invited the uniniti-
ated collector to invest £10 (later to £50) into a 'syndicate',
composed of 2-300 'investors' who would hold a 'share' in a
collection worth possibly £50,000 or more. When the collection
was 'broken down' and sold through his monthly auctions, the
syndicate could earn 100% profit on the lot it had 'drawn
from the hat' ; or it might earn nothing and the investor mem-
bers had to wait for another draw and another sale . At this
stage no investor ever lost money while the firm was solvent.
But when the 'word was out' that huge profits could be made,
the money started pouring in . In the end it was too much money
chasing too few stamps.

Singer had free rein to travel all over the world buying
huge collections and large sums were deposited in banks in
Zurich, Paris, Geneva, and New York in his or his wife ' s name.
During his subsequent two trials in 1960-62, bank officials
gave evidence that a total of £1,086,794 had been transferred
abroad during 1957,1958, and the first 4 months of 1959 . After
his first trial, at which he was sentenced to 14 years penal
servitude, Singer had somehow discovered that the foreman of
the trial jury had a claim against Shanahans for £375! A re-
trial was ordered ; then came a long series of appeals and
legal technicalities, and on 24 January, 1962, Singer walked
out a free man ; the longest prosecution in Irish jurisprudence
history . He and his wife vanished that very night, presumably
to Canada .
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So, you may ask, what had Paul Singer got to do with
Swiss collecting? In the last few hectic months before the
collapse, Singer went into negotiations with the ageing to-
bacco tycoon Maurice Burrus for his mammoth worldwide collec-
tion, to satisfy the investor syndicate monies rolling in.
Singer agreed to pay $6,000,000 for it, to be paid in 6 in-
stallments of $1,000,000 each . He paid cash for the first
section comprising Great Britain and the Netherlands, early
in 1959 . The vast Swiss collection, which included the ex-
Ferrari 'double Geneva' block of 6, was scheduled as a later

installment (also $1,000,000), but, of course, never took place
under the circumstances.

Robson Lowe, the London dealer, was contracted by Shan-
ahans liquidator to auction off all the remaining stocks . The
Swiss holding was finally auctioned 16-18 April, 1964 at Basel.

Ref . "Doctor of Millions", by Seamus Brady, 1965
"Amer . Philatelist", vol 89, pp 417-24, 1975
"The Irish Times", various issues 1959-61.

Cover from the Burrus collection which sold
at auction recently for Sf12,000.
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NEWS FROM THE NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER

The chapter made a presentation about AHPS at the Boston Show,
1982 . After a short opening statement by Jan Donker explaining the
AHPS programs, Chuck LaBlonde took the floor and showed the fifteen
or so participants the various catalogues and literature available
to the collector of Swiss and. Liechtenstein stamps . Next to the
chapter members--Agnes Cavagelli, Helen Gloor, Charles LaBlonde,
and Jan Donker--the chapter welcomed member Roger Hinse from
Middletown, CN . Furthermore, the chapter signed up Mrs . Gloria
Thompson from Danbury, CN, as a new member.

After the presentation, members answered many questions from
the public and handed out AHPS flyers.

If other AHPS members are interested in starting a chapter, they
should contact Harlan Stone or Jan Donker who might be able to give
a helpful hint or two.
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CHANGES IN POST OFFICE NAMES, NUMBERS, ETC.

Discontinued Offices: Private parcel acceptance station
ITTIGEN bei	 BERN, as of 10-26-81 ; post offices at 5052
Wittwil AG and 5644 Rüstenschwil 	 AG, as of 2-21 and
33-1-82, respectively;

New facil ity: Parcel acceptance station MÖRLIALP OW, as
of2-1-82

Change	 of Name : 2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds 3 Charrière as of
12-1-81 to 2300 	 La Chaux-de-Fonds 3 La Charrière;

Changes of Postal Direction Number : 8414 Gräslikon to
8415 Gräslikon . as of 3-1-82 ; 8560 Ottoberg to 8561
Ottoberg, 8610 Uster 2 to 8612 Uster 2 Niederuster,
8610 Uster 3 to 8613 Uster 3 Oberuster, 8611 Bertschi-
kon to 8614 Bertschikon (GossauZH), 8611 Wermatswil
to 8615 Wermatswil, 8611 Riedikon to 8616 Riedikon,
9501 Stehrenberg to 9503 Stehrenberg, 9501 Friltschen
to 9504 Friltschen, 9501 Weingarten-Kalthäusern to 9508
Weingarten-Kalthäusern, 9501 Wuppenau to 9514 Wuppenau,
9501 Hosenruck to 9515Hosenruck, 9501 Toos to 9516 .
Toos, 9501 Hagenbuch am Nollen to 9516Hagenbucha/N .,

9501 Mettlen to 9517 Mettlen, 9501 Rothenhausen to 9518
Rothenhausen, 9501 Lenggenwil to 9525 Lenggenwil, 930
Zuckenriet to 9526 Zuckenriet, 9501 Rosental to 9544
Rosental, 9501 Tägerschen to 9554 Tägerschen, 9501
Schmidshof to 9563 Schmidshof, 9501 Oppikon to 9563

Oppikon . 9501 Busswil TG to 9572 Busswil TG, 9501 Litten-
heid to 9573 Littenheid, 9545 Tuttwil to 9546 Tuttwil,
9545 Wittenwil to 9547 Wittenwil, 9601 Dreien to 9612
Dreien, 9601 Mülhlrüti to 9613 Mülhlrüti, 9601 Libingen

to 9614 Libingen, 9601 Wintersberg SG to 9644Winters-
berg SG -- all as of May 23, 1982.

Not listed above are internal changes of office status
(upgraded or reduced) because these did not affect the
offices' cancellations .

	

FG

AWARD PROGRAM

Jan Donker has additional medal for the AHPS awards program.
He also has new letters for exhibition chairmen explaining the
program's purpose . Anyone who knows of a show or is participating
in one might contact Jan for further details . His address is on
the inside front cover.
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Canada 82
InternationalPhilatelic

Youth Exhibition
20-24 May 1982 Toronto

Philately will survive in the years to come, that's assuming that the
world survives . Ample testimony to the health of the hobby was seen in
Canada 82, the International Philatelic Youth Exhibition, which just
ended in Toronto
Scene of the event was the Queen Elizabeth building of the Canadian
National Exhibition, or C .N .E . for short . The main hall of this building
was filled with over 1000 frames of exhibits, containing the collections
submitted by young philatelists, ranging in age from 12 to 25 and repre-
senting some 30 nations . Both traditional as well as thematic collections
were shown, as was postal history and literature.
Of special interest of course, to me at least, were those exhibits that
dealt with Swiss philately, and of these there were a number . Of the two
that I'll mention, one was Swiss Regular Issues from 1862 by Martin
Egloff from Switzerland, age grou p C (16-18 years) . It wasoutstanding
for the quality of the stamps shown, and the cancellations on them . Only
the best was good enough and that was arranged in a clear and pleasing

manner without being flashy . This exhibit was awarded a silver.
The other was Swiss Airmail 1913-1938 by Patrick Wild, age group D
(19-21 years) vermeil award . (Vermeil is the highest level in a junior
exhibition) . This was an impressive collection of the airmail stamps, in
blocks of four, as well as covers from the Pioneer flights and some of
the important first flights . Again the quality of the items let the ex-
hibit speak for itself.
The Grand award was taken by a young man from Germany, Karl-Albert Louis
age group D, for a lovely study of the early Victorian stamps of Great
Britain, including platings of the One Penny Red, and the Two Penny Blue
and many rarities.
There were so many interesting and delightful exhibits that it would be
impossible to describe then . Suffice it to say, that the knowledge, skill
and sheer effort demonstrated by so many of these junior philatelists,
was a heart warming experience
This international exhibition demonstrated the value of junior
development programs. Perhaps it is a weakness in this field that might account
for the small number of exhibits from the U .S.A. and the comparatively
small number from the host country.
Judging by the large number of children as well as adults visiting the
many postal agencies and dealers occupying stands at the exhibition, there
was no lack of interest in obtaining stamps.
The opening of the exhibition on May 20 was marked by the launching of
three new stamps by Canada as well as a souvenir sheet, with numerous

'dignitaries present, including The Honourable André Ouellet Minister
responsible for Canada Post Corporation, and R . Michael Warren, President
Canada Post Corporation .

E.C .W.
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Under the new classification of Guinand et al ., the same
retouch or flaw will have the same number on all the dif-
ferent stamps where it appears . Minor, similar flaws and
retouches are given separate numbers . Retouches in the
frame of the design are grouped separately from those in
the oval . Flaws are classified according to type.

The book contains a number of synoptic tables at the
end which assist the reader in making basic identifications,
as well as overall tables summarizin g the different plates
used for each value . There are also sixteen color plates
showing unusual frankings and some of the great rarities and
most spectacular retouches of the issue.

The book is not a catalog . It does not attempt to list
prices, though it does mention multiples of basic value for
color shades . The only way one can arrive at values is by way
of comparison with the Zumstein Specialized Catalog . Pre-
sumably, the next Specialized will resolve this problem.

This book may be entirely too technical for many
collectors. But if anyone wishes truly to understand and fully
appreciate this most fascinating and most complex of all
Swiss issues, this volume is absolutely indispensable.

(RGZ)
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BEWARE OF FAKE CANCELLATIONS

By Felix Ganz

Every collector of the Seated Helvetia, perforated, issue
knows that great care must be exercised with used copies
of the denominations issued in 1881 on granite paper.
Of the scarcer values, especially the 40 and 50 cts . and
the I Fr ., but also of the less expensive other values,
large numbers of stamps with " posthumously " applied post-
marks exist -- some of them made with cancellers still in
use 20 and 30 years later (and distinguishable only by an
expert because of small differences, caused by wear, in
the authentic and posthumous cancellations from the same
postmark) . Particularly suspicious, and always false, are
grill-type or parallel bars markings on this issue, and
many a collector has ruefully (and too late) found out
that he or she "has been had . " Since the mint stamps of
this issue still are available in large numbers, and at
relatively minor cost in comparison to what the applica-
tion of a false cancellation will do to it in the way of
price appreciation (provided that a rube can be found)
one must not only be wary of old falsifications from the
1890s and early 1900s, but of more recent fakes as well
-- produced by photochemical practices and perhaps even
more difficult to unmask because the photo of an authen-
tic postmark strike of the correct period is used for the
fraudulent cancellation application.

AHPS member Walter Abt of Switzerland, on the other hand,
submitted an almost humorous attempt at trying to sell a
Seated Helvetia, perforated, 40 cts . stamp as "used ."

The picture at left shows why . The falsifier
used, obviously in total unawareness of the
validity of the stamp, or of the meaning of the
cancellation's text, a 1913 experimental air-
mail postmark from the Herisau aeropost day of
March 30/31, 1913, but switched the year digits
1 and three, at the same time correcting the 3

into an 8, thus producing the proper year date of 1881
fortunately not realizing that the 40 cts . stamp was not
issued until September of that year : : And the result : a
new Swiss claim for having invented airmail transportati-
on a couple decades before the Wright brothers ever got
off the ground in their planes.

The moral is simple : study any better stamp very care-
fully before you buy it . In this instance, had YOU bought,
you would have been "had" for about $2000 .
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GD/PTT, ORTSVERZEICHNIS/LISTE DES LOCALITES/ELENCO DELLE
LOCALITA . Bern : Swiss Post Office Department, 1982, 144 p.

This annual listing of all Swiss and Liechtenstein postal
facilities this year showed up printed on white paper.
Otherwise this absolutely necessary tool for any postmark
collector of the two countries is essentially unchanged
except for some postscripts concerning foreign zip codes.
The cost now is SFr . 2 . Can be ordered from any p .o.

----------------------------------

P. Guinand/G . Valko/J . Dorrenbos/ M. Hertsch . STEHENDE
HELVETIA /HELVETIA DEBOUT, 1882 - 1907 . Bern : Zumstein +
Cie ., 1982 . A handbook . 352 pages ; hundreds of illustra-
tions . SFr. 98 . plus postage (total about U .S . $ 58.)

Although one must be extremely careful in using such terms
as "the final word on this issue" or the like, this mag-
nificently researched and produced work, in German and in
French, must be considered a capstone for all Standing
Helvetia collectors and researchers even though surprises,
such as the discovery of yet other, major varieties are
not totally impossible . (Reasonably recent additions of
new, major catalogue numbers for this issue prove that
point :)

The cover is decorated with a huge reproduction, in color,
of the lake/burgundy 1 Fr . stamp, and sixteen color plates
in remarkably natural shades are mouth-watering for their
reproduced contents . -- Eleven chaptersdiscuss: historic
aspects, trial prints and essays, printing processes, ma-
terials for production (papers, pigments, gum), printing
machinery, finishing processes (security marks ; perfora-
tion), plate flaws, retouches, criteria for pricing, re-
search results and systematic enumerations, and synoptic
tables.

The chapter on research results contains over 200 nages
and is subdivided into lengthy treatises for each denomin-
ation : 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 cts . and 1 Fr . as well as 3 Frs.

There are so many illustrations, including hundreds of
enlargements, that even a half-blind rank beginner will be
prompted to check his holdings for flaws and varieties:

But such a terminal work also has its drawbacks : it may
discourage thousands of collectors from touching this
intriguing, issue at all because it is virtually impossible
to assemble a truly representative collection unless one
can spend millions of dollars . But the book at least per-
mits every reader to drool at free will:

A small chance exists that the text only will be issued,
at some time in the future, in English .

	

FG
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